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Device and method for treating water.

The present invention concerns a device for treating water, in particular of the type which contains a treatment medium which is regularly rinsed or regenerated, such as for example water softeners, ion exchangers or the like.

It is known that such a device for treating water contains a regulator which makes it possible to regularly rinse or regenerate the treatment medium.

Such a known device comprises a main canalisation which mainly consists of a supply for water to be treated; a treatment tank which is provided with a treatment medium; a pipe which connects the supply to the inlet of the treatment tank and which is provided with a valve which makes it possible to open or close this pipe; a drain; and a pipe which connects the outlet of the treatment tank to the above-mentioned drain, which pipe is provided with a regulator which makes it possible to connect the above-mentioned and other valves.

Further, such a known device contains a bypass which connects the above-mentioned supply to the above-mentioned drain and a pipe which connects the inlet of the treatment tank to a sewage drain. The bypass as well as the pipe to the sewage drain are hereby provided with a valve which is controlled by the regulator.
In the known device, the above-mentioned regulator consists of a volumeter which drives two program disks, in particular one program disk for controlling a treatment phase during which water is treated, and one program disk for controlling a regeneration phase.

During the treatment phase, the water to be treated flows via the supply through the treatment tank and through the regulator to the drain, whereby the meter drives the program disk concerned and makes sure that the valve between the supply and the inlet of the treatment tank stays open, whereas the valves in the bypass and in the pipe to the sewage drain are kept in a closed position.

When the device switches to the regeneration phase, the position of the above-mentioned valves is reversed, whereby water flows through the bypass into the drain.

A small amount of water is hereby tapped off from the drain and sent counterflow through the volumeter and the treatment tank to the sewage drain, whereby the treatment medium is rinsed.

A disadvantage of this known device is that the volumeter is passed in two different directions, as a result of which at least two different program disks need to be provided in the regulator, which makes the construction of this regulator considerably complex.
Thus, in many cases, such a regulator requires that at least one of the program disks is provided with resetting means which make it possible to reset the program disk concerned in its original position after the program concerned has been completed, before a new cycle is started.

Another disadvantage is that meters which must be able to measure in two opposite senses are less accurate than meters which are designed to constantly maintain the same sense of rotation.

The present invention aims to remedy the above-mentioned and other disadvantages.

To this end, the present invention concerns a device for treating water which comprises a main canalisation which mainly consists of a supply for the water to be treated; a treatment tank which is provided with a treatment medium; a pipe which connects the supply to the inlet of the treatment tank and which is provided with a valve; a drain; a pipe which connects the outlet of the treatment tank to the above-mentioned drain; and a regulator, whereby this device also comprises a bypass which is provided with a valve and which connects the above-mentioned supply to the drain, whereby a first shut-off valve and a second shut-off valve are provided in the main canalisation which are placed on either side of the regulator; whereby the device comprises a first shunt canalisation which bridges the above-mentioned first shut-off valve and the regulator, and a second shunt
canalisation which bridges the above-mentioned regulator and the second shut-off valve; whereby the first shunt canalisation and the second shunt canalisation each comprise a shut-off valve, and whereby the first and second shut-off valve are open during a treatment phase and closed during the regeneration phase, whereas the other shut-off valves are open during a regeneration phase or rinse phase and closed during the treatment phase.

An advantage of such a device according to the invention is that the water constantly flows in the same sense through the regulator.

Another advantage of the present invention is that a relatively accurate regulator can be applied, as a result of which the quality of the treated water can always be optimal.

The present invention also concerns a method for treating water which mainly consists of a treatment phase and a rinse or regeneration phase, whereby the water is sent through a treatment tank and a regulator, and whereby, during the treatment phase as well as the rinse or regeneration phase, the water flows through the regulator in the same sense.

Preferably, a fraction of the water which flows through the treatment tank is led through the regulator during the treatment phase, whereas another fraction is led through a shunt canalisation which bridges the above-
mentioned regulator and which is provided with an adjustable shut-off valve.

An advantage of this method according to the invention is that the water volume which flows through the regulator during the treatment phase can be adjusted as a function of for example the hardness of the water to be treated, as a result of which the volume of water to be treated can be optimally adjusted in a fast and simple manner during the treatment phase.

In order to better explain the characteristics of the invention, the following preferred embodiments of a device according to the invention for treating water are described as an example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

figure 1 schematically represents a device according to the invention during a water treatment phase;

figure 2 represents the same device as in figure 1, but during a regeneration phase;

figures 3 and 4, 5 and 6 respectively, represent variants of figure 1, figure 2 respectively;

figure 7 represents the same variant as in figures 5 and 6, but during another operational stage;

figure 8 is a practical embodiment of a device according to the invention;

figure 9 represents a view according to arrow F9 in figure 8;
Figures 10 to 13 represent sections according to lines X-X, XI-XI; XII-XII and XIII-XIII in figure 9.

Figures 1 and 2 schematically represent a device 1 according to the invention which comprises a main canalisation 2 which mainly consists of a supply 3 for the water to be treated; a treatment tank 4 with a treatment medium 5; a pipe 6 which connects the supply 3 to an inlet 7 of the treatment tank 4 and which is provided with a valve 8; a drain 9; and a pipe 10 which connects the drain 9 to an outlet 11 of the treatment tank 4, and which is provided with a first shut-off valve 12, a regulator 13 and a second shut-off valve 14.

A pipe 15 connects the above-mentioned inlet 7 of the treatment tank 4 to a sewage drain 16 and is provided with a valve 17.

The above-mentioned first shut-off valve 12 and the regulator 13 are bridged by a shunt canalisation 18 which is connected to the above-mentioned pipe 10 with both far ends and which contains a shut-off valve 19.

A second shunt canalisation 20 bridges the above-mentioned regulator 13 and the second shut-off valve 14, whereby this shunt canalisation 20 is connected to the pipe 10 and to the drain 9 with its far ends.

In the latter shunt canalisation 20 is provided a shut-off valve 21.
A bypass 22 which is provided with a valve 23 connects the supply 3 to the drain 9.

The above-mentioned regulator 13 in this case mainly consists of a volumeter 24 which drives a program disk 26 by means of a transmission 25 which in turn, via servo valves S1 and S2, works in conjunction with a control circuit 27 which is schematically represented by means of a dashed line and which makes it possible to control the above-mentioned valves 8, 17 and 23.

The control circuit 27 is hereby preferably hydraulic and consists of a network of pipes which can be either or not put under pressure, depending on the position of the above-mentioned program disk.

Also the above-mentioned shut-off valves 12, 14, 19 and 21 can be controlled by means of the regulator 13, whereby the shut-off valves 12 and 14 are in this case always situated in a position which is opposite to the position of the shut-off valves 19 and 21.

The working of the above-described device 1 according to the invention is simple and as follows.

In order to treat water, the valve 8 is opened by the above-mentioned control circuit 27, which is controlled by the above-mentioned program disk 26, in the regulator 13 and the servo valve S1 working in conjunction with it, whereas the valves 17 and 23 are closed.
The shut-off valves 12 and 14 in the main canalisation 2 are hereby opened as well, whereas the shut-off valves 19 and 21 in the shunt canalisations 18 and 20 are closed.

In this position of the valves 8, 17 and 23, the water to be treated flows from the supply 3 through the pipe 6 and via the open valve 8 through the treatment tank 4, where the water to be treated comes into contact with the treatment medium 5.

From the outlet 11 of the treatment tank 4, the water flows through the shut-off valve 12, the regulator 13 and the shut-off valve 14 to the drain 9 which is connected, for example, to a user network.

As water flows through the regulator 13, the above-mentioned volumeter 24 is being driven, as a result of which the program disk 26 rotates. As soon as this program disk 26 reaches the regeneration position, the servo valve 21 opens and changes the signal of the pressure in the control circuit 27, as a result of which the valve 8 is closed and the valves 17 and 23 are opened, while also the position of the shut-off valves 12, 14, 19 and 21 is reversed.

In this position of the different valves 8, 17 and 23, the untreated water flows from the supply 3 through the bypass 22 directly into the drain 9, whereby a part of the untreated water is tapped off via the second shunt canalisation 20 through the shut-off valve 21 and next
via the regulator 13 and the first shunt canalisation 18, counterflow to the treatment tank 4, whereby the treatment medium is rinsed and after which the water is drained via the sewage drain 16.

According to the invention and as is clear from figure 2, during said regeneration or rinse phase, the water flows in the same flow direction through the regulator 13 as during the treatment phase.

As during this regeneration phase, the regulator 13 and thus the volumeter 24 is being flown through by the water in the same sense, the program disk 26 will keep on rotating in the same sense and finally, after the regeneration phase has been completed, it will reach the treatment phase again, after which the above-described cycle starts anew.

It should be noted that the different shut-off valves 12, 14, 19 and 21 are preferably non-return valves, whereby the non-return valves 12 and 14 allow for a flow direction towards the drain 9, whereas the non-return valves 19 and 21 allow for a flow direction opposite to that of the above-mentioned non-return valves 12 and 14.

The use of non-return valves 12, 14, 19 and 21 hereby offers the advantage that they must not be controlled by a control circuit, as a result of which the device 1 can be made somewhat simpler than in the case where no non-return valves are used.
Figures 3 and 4 represent a variant of the device according to the invention in which a third shunt canalisation 28 is provided which bridges the above-mentioned regulator 13 and the shut-off valve 14 and which is connected to the pipe 10 and the drain 9 at its far ends.

In this third shunt canalisation 28 is, in this case, provided a shut-off valve 29 with an adjustable resistance which allows for a flow from the pipe 10 to the drain 9.

This variant makes it possible to lead, during the treatment phase, a fraction of the treated water around the regulator 13 towards the drain 9, whereby the volume of this fraction can be adjusted by setting the resistance of the above-mentioned shut-off valve 23 in the third shunt canalisation 28.

This diversion of a fraction of the treated water is advantageous in that the volume of water which flows through the treatment tank 4 during the treatment phase can be adjusted in a simple manner by reducing or increasing the resistance of the shut-off valve 29.

Indeed, if the resistance of the shut-off valve 29 is reduced, the fraction flowing through the regulator 13 will be smaller, as a result of which the program disk 26 - for the same amount of water flowing through the treatment tank - will rotate less fast.
Thus, if the device is for example a filter, the fraction of the treated water which is diverted around the regulator 13 can be selected as a function of the purity of the untreated water, whereby, in case the water to be treated has many impurities, the diverted fraction is selected relatively small, whereas if the water to be treated is relatively pure, a large fraction can be diverted around the regulator 13, as the treatment medium 5 can filter a relatively large amount of water before becoming saturated in this case.

It should be noted that the above-mentioned third shunt canalisation 28 and the adjustable shut-off valve 29 provided therein can be integrated in the first shunt canalisation 18, by replacing the above-mentioned shut-off valve 19 in this first shunt canalisation 18 by a valve which allows for a flow in two directions and which can be at least set in the flow direction towards the drain 9.

Figures 5 to 7 represent another variant of the device according to the invention, in which the above-mentioned shut-off valve 19 in the first shunt canalisation 18 is replaced by a valve 30 and in which this valve 30 is bridged by a brine pipe 31 which is connected to the above-mentioned first shunt canalisation 18 with its far ends and which is provided with a valve 32 and an ejector 33 which works in conjunction with a brine reservoir 34.

For each of the valves 30 and 32 concerned is preferably provided a control circuit 35, 36 which works in conjunction with the servo valves S1, S2 which are driven
by the above-mentioned program disk 26 of the regulator 13.

During the treatment phase, the working of this variant is analogous to that of the variant represented in figures 3 and 4.

The regeneration phase in this case preferably comprises the following steps: rinsing the treatment medium 5; regenerating the treatment medium 5 with a brine solution; and re-rinsing the treatment medium.

For the rinsing of the treatment medium 5, the above-mentioned control circuits 35 and 36 make sure that the valve 30 in the first shunt canalisation 18 is opened, whereas the valve 32 in the brine pipe 31 is kept closed.

In this position of the valves 30 and 32, the treatment medium 5 is rinsed counterflow and the above-mentioned program disk 26 is being driven.

When said program disk reaches the actual regeneration position, the signal or the pressure in the control circuits 35 and 36 changes, as a result of which the position of the valves 30 and 32 is reversed, and as a result of which the untreated water no longer flows through the first shunt canalisation 18 to the treatment tank 4, but via the brine pipe 31.

In the brine pipe 31, brine is sucked in in the known
manner from the brine reservoir 34 by means of the ejector 33, which brine is mixed with the untreated water and brought counterflow into contact with the treatment medium 5.

5 After the brine treatment program has been completed, the program disk 26 will cause the position of the valves 30 and 32 to reverse, as a result of which a counterflow rinsing of the treatment medium 5 is again obtained.

10 It should be noted that, in this variant, the third shunt canalisation 28 can be omitted when the above-mentioned valve 30 cannot only be flown through in one direction towards the treatment tank, but also in the counterflow direction towards the drain 9.

15 Further, it should be noted that the part of the shunt canalisation 31 between the ejector 33 and the main canalisation 2 between the regulator 13 and the second shut-off valve 14 can be formed of the control circuit 27.

20 It should also be noted that, in the above-described embodiment, the first shunt canalisation 18 can only bridge the shut-off valve 12, and not the regulator 13.

In that case, the volume which is used for the counterflow rinsing of the treatment tank 4 is not measured, such that a very accurate measurement of the water volume which is used for the brine treatment of the treatment tank 4 can be obtained.
Figures 8 to 13 represent a practical embodiment of a device according to the invention, whereby the device 1 consists of a main part 37 which can be fixed to the treatment tank 4 in a removable manner.

The main part 37 hereby consists of a housing 38 in which the above-mentioned pipes 6, 10, 15 and 31, the above-mentioned shunt canalisations 18, 20 and 28, and the bypass 22 are contained, as well as the shut-off valves provided therein, the valves and ejector 33, as well as the above-mentioned regulator 13.

In figure 10, for clarity's sake, the flow directions during the treatment phase and the regeneration phase are indicated by means of a full line, a dashed line respectively.

In this practical embodiment, the above-mentioned shut-off valve 21 in the second shunt canalisation 20 and the shut-off valve 29 with adjustable resistance in the third shunt canalisation 28 are integrated in one another.

The above-mentioned shut-off valve 29 in the third shunt canalisation 28 is excited by means of a compression spring 39 which works in conjunction with the closing side 40 of this shut-off valve 29 with one far end, and which is fixed to a holder 41 with its other far end which, by means of an adjusting screw 42, can compress the spring 39 to a higher or lesser degree in the axial direction, so as to be able to adjust the resistance of the shut-off valve 29.
On the closing side 40 of this shut-off valve 29 is provided a cylindrical passage 43 in which is contained a ball 44 which can be axially moved in the passage 43, and which can work in conjunction with a sealing 45 on one far end of said passage 43 whereby the passage 43 is closed.

The above-mentioned passage 43, ball 44 and sealing 45 hereby assume the task of the above-mentioned shut-off valve 21 in the second shunt canalsation 20.

As represented in figure 11, the above-mentioned valves 8, 17 and 23 respectively are mechanically coupled in the pipes 6 and 15 and in the bypass 22, whereby the valve 8 is always in a position opposite to that of the valves 17 and 23.

The valve 8 is in this case made in the shape of a non-return valve which is made of a body 46 with a closing side 47 working in conjunction with the pipe 6 where it is branched off from the supply 3.

On the closing side 47 of the valve 8 is in this case provided a rod 48, whereas the rear side 9 of this valve 8 can work in conjunction with a compression spring 50 and with a pressure chamber 51 which is part of the above-mentioned control circuit 27.

Intermediary, between the closing side 47 and the rear side 49, is provided a recess 52 in the body 46 of the valve 8 whose side walls 53 are part of the above-mentioned valve 17 which is provided in the pipe 15 to
the sewer drain 16.

Around the intermediary part of the above-mentioned body 46 is provided a sealing ring 54, placed fixed in the housing 38, and which extends from the valve 8 when the latter is opened up to the front of the above-mentioned recess 52, as a result of which the valve 17 is closed.

The valve 23 comprises a closing side 55 which works in conjunction with the bypass 22, there where it branches off from the supply 3.

On the closing side 55 of this valve 23, the free end of the above-mentioned rod 48 is fixed.

In figure 13, the valve 32 is represented as a non-return valve put in a closed position, whereby the water, coming from the treatment tank 4, cannot flow through the ejector 33. Controlling this non-return valve is in this case unnecessary.

It is clear that the non-return valve 32 must be set such that when the valve 30 is opened, this non-return valve 32 remains in a closed position, for example by means of a mechanical stop of the valve.

The working of the above-mentioned mechanically coupled valves 8, 17 and 23 is relatively simple and as follows.

When in the pressure chamber 51, which is part of the
control circuit 27, which in this case is a hydraulic circuit, the pressure is built up, the valve 8 is pushed in a closed position, whereby the recess 52 in the body 46 of said valve 8 is shifted in relation to the sealing ring 54, as a result of which the valve 17 is situated in an open position.

When the valve 8 is closed, the rod 48 of the valve 23 is moved in an axial direction, as a result of which the valve 23 is put in an open position.

When the pressure in the pressure chamber 51 is removed, the pressure of the valve 8 on the rod 48 is taken away by means of a small leakage flow through a little channel 56 towards the drain, as a result of which the valve 23 is put in a closed position due to the pressure of the incoming water at the supply 3, and the sealing ring 54 will seal the above-mentioned recess 52 and thus the valve 17.

The present invention is by no means limited to the above-described embodiments represented in the accompanying drawings; on the contrary, such a device for treating water can be made according to different variants while still remaining within the scope of the invention.
Claims.

1. Device for treating water which comprises a main canalisation (2) which mainly consists of a supply (3) for the water to be treated; a treatment tank (4) which is provided with a treatment medium (5); a pipe (6) which connects the supply (3) to the inlet (7) of the treatment tank (4) and which is provided with a valve (8); a drain (9); a pipe (10) which connects the outlet (11) of the treatment tank (4) to the above-mentioned drain (9); and a regulator (13), whereby this device (1) also comprises a bypass (22) which is provided with a valve (23) and which connects the above-mentioned supply (3) to the drain (9), characterised in that in the main canalisation (2) are provided a first shut-off valve (12) and a second shut-off valve (14) which are placed on either side of the regulator (13); in that the device (1) comprises a first shunt canalisation (18) which bridges the above-mentioned first shut-off valve (12) and the regulator (13), and comprises a second shunt canalisation (20) which bridges the above-mentioned regulator (13) and the second shut-off valve (14), whereby the first shunt canalisation (18) and the second shunt canalisation (20) each comprise a shut-off valve (19, 21), and whereby the first and the second shut-off valve (12, 14) are open during the treatment phase and are closed during the rinse or regeneration phase, whereas the other shut-off valves (19 and 21) are open during the rinse or regeneration phase and closed during the treatment phase.
2. - Device according to claim 1, characterised in that the above-mentioned shut-off valves (12, 14, 19 and 21) are non-return valves.

3. - Device according to claim 1, characterised in that on the above-mentioned main canalisation (2) is provided a pipe (15) which connects the main canalisation (2) to a sewage drain (16), which pipe (15) is provided with a valve (17).

4. - Device according to claim 1, characterised in that the regulator (13) consists of a volumeter (24) which drives a program disk (26) by means of a transmission (25).

5. - Device according to claim 4, characterised in that the regulator (13) works in conjunction with a control circuit (27) which makes it possible to control the above-mentioned valves (8, 17 and 23).

6. - Device according to claim 5, characterised in that the position of the valve (8) in the main canalisation (2) is always opposite to the position of the valves (17 and 23) in the pipe (15) towards the sewage drain (16) and in the bypass (22).

7. - Device according to claim 6, characterised in that the above-mentioned valves (8, 17 and 23) are mechanically connected to each other.

8. - Device according to claim 7, characterised in that
the valve (8) in the main canalisation (2) is a non-return valve which, on the rear side (49) of its body (46), works in conjunction with a pressure chamber (51); in that the valve (23) in the bypass (22) is provided with a compression spring (57) on its rear side and with a rod (56) on its closing side (55) which can work in conjunction with the closing side (47) of the valve (8).

9.- Device according to claim 8, characterised in that the valve (17) in the pipe (15) consists of a recess (52) in the body (46) of the valve (8) and of a sealing ring (54) which extends in the main canalisation (2) when the valve (8) is open, over the above-mentioned recess (52), as a result of which the valve (17) in the pipe (15) is closed.

10.- Device according to claim 1, characterised in that the above-mentioned regulator (13) and the shut-off valves (12 and 14) are situated in the pipe (10) which connects the outlet (11) of the treatment tank (4) to the drain (9).

11.- Device according to claim 9, characterised in that it is provided with a third shunt canalisation (28) which bridges the above-mentioned regulator (13) and the second shut-off valve (14) and which is provided with a shut-off valve (29) which allows for a flow in the same flow direction as the second shut-off valve (14).

12.- Device according to claim 11, characterised in that the shut-off valve (29) in the third shunt canalisation
(23) is a non-return valve with an adjustable resistance.

13.- Device according to claim 1, characterised in that it comprises a brine pipe (31) which bridges the above-mentioned first shunt canalisation (18) and which is provided with a shut-off valve (32) and an ejector (33) which works in conjunction with a brine reservoir (34).

14.- Method for treating water which mainly consists of a treatment phase and a rinse or regeneration phase, whereby the water is sent through a treatment tank (4) and a regulator (13), characterised in that, during the treatment phase, as well as during the rinse or regeneration phase, the water flows in the same direction through the regulator (13).

15.- Method according to claim 14, characterised in that during the treatment phase, a fraction of the water which flows through the treatment tank (4) is led through the regulator (13), whereas another fraction is led through a shunt canalisation (28) which bridges the above-mentioned regulator (13) and which is provided with an adjustable shut-off valve (29).
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